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Abstract
We propose that the sampled point spread function (PSF) has a fractal structure. The PSF,
known as the optical kernel function in the Fresnel diffraction regime, reveals a self-similarity in
the digitized space. The sampled optical kernel involves self-similar subfunctions at a smaller scale
depending on two variables (z, ∆) of distance z and sampling period ∆. The subfunctions exist
in the form of modulating complex exponentional function, where the self-similar Fresnel zones
are generated in two-dimensional space whose Hausdorff fractal dimension is two. The Fresnelet
fractal states that the respective embedded Fresnelets extend over the whole space. We performed
hologram imaging experiments using digital holograms with an enhanced numerical aperture to
verify this fractal property. Optical experiment shows the consistent result that the replica fringes
reconstruct the respective holographic images from the whole aperture of the hologram.
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The Fresnel diffraction field is described by the convolution of optical kernel known as
point spread function (PSF) [1]. The digitized optical devices in near-field optics are widely
utilized in which a variety of diffraction phenomena have been demonstrated in areas such
as beam shaping and holographic imaging, as well as in x-ray phase imaging and quantum
self imaging [2, 3]. Despite of well understanding the role of the PSF in optical imaging,
there is a lack of fundamental insights into the structural changes of the sampled optical
kernel and its effects on diffraction behavior.
When a propagated diffraction field interacts with a digitized device, the sampling of
diffraction field by unit element of device is unavoidable [4, 5]. Recently, the self-similarity
of diffraction patterns for several discrete optical elements has been reported [5–7], e.g.,
the local foci of a binary diffraction lens exhibit fractal distributions in the axial direction.
In digital holography, the sampling operation of diffraction wave plays a central role in
restoring image information, because diffraction fringe is captured on digitized sensor and
optical image is reconstructed in a way that the wavefront is modulated through the spatial
light modulator loading the digital hologram. We studied the possibility that the aliased
hologram fringe in digital hologram when being undersampled is attributed to the self-
similarity of convolutional kernel function [8]. Although the origin of above properties has
not been elucidated clearly, the sampled optical kernel function should have the internal
structure closely related to this complexity of diffraction beam.
In this letter, we investigate the internal structure of the PSF revealed in the sampling
environment through mathematical and numerical approaches. From this, we find out, for
the first time, the fractal structure of the sampled PSF, which involves intrinsically self-
similar subfunctions. Subsequently, we analyzed the optical imaging from the undersampled
digital hologram on the basis of the fractal property of the optical kernel function.
The high-quality holographic image can be obtained numerically or optically by removing
the noise [9–12]. The resolution of the reconstructed image follows the Rayleigh criterion
described by the numerical aperture (NA) of holographic system [2, 13–15]. In digital holo-
gram, the NA can be enhanced at the constant pixel period of hologram where we defined
this type of hologram as the enhanced-NA hologram [8]. Here, the hologram fringe under-
goes the aliasing effects. The aliased fringe is repeated over the entire hologram according to
the extent of undersampling, which also generates replications of the reconstructed image.
Generally, the resolution of the reconstructed image is theoretically interpreted by the win-
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dow function covering the hologram aperture [14–16]. Most researches adopt the whole area
of the hologram as the aperture range without sufficient foundation, where it is not certain
why the whole area of the hologram aperture contributes to the formation of respective
images. In previous work [17], we investigated the variation in the viewing angle dependent
on the NA of digital holograms. The viewing angle of a holographic image corresponds to
its image resolution by the Rayleigh criterion. In particular, the enhanced-NA hologram
retrieves the holographic image with an increased viewing angle in compliance with the NA
of the entire area of the digital hologram.
Here, we provide a valid foundation to describe the viewing angle of holographic images
in terms of the NA of the whole area in the hologram. This consistent analysis conversely
supports that the sampled optical kernel function has a fractal structure.
The convolutional kernel function h(x, y) of the PSF in the paraxial diffraction is ex-
pressed as [1],
h(x, y) =
eikz
iλz
exp
[
ik
2z
(x2 + y2)
]
, (1)
where k is wavenumber represented as 2pi/λ and z is the distance between the input
and destination planes. The kernel function reveals some mathematical properties when
being sampled, because of a quadratic phase term. The Fourier transform FT of the
sampled PSF in one-dimensional description is written by FT {∑n h(n∆x)δ(x− n∆x)} =
1
∆x
∑
pH
(
fx − p∆x
)
, where ∆x is the sampling period. H is also a quadratic phase func-
tion of the spatial frequency fx = x/λz, which is called an optical transfer function,
H(fx) = e
ikz exp(−ipiλzf 2x). The term in the summation can be expressed as the mod-
ulation of the H function, cpH(fx) exp(i2piλzfxp/∆x) where cp = exp(−ipiλzp2/∆x2); thus,
we can obtain the following equality [18],
∑
n
h(n∆x)δ(x− n∆x) = 1
∆x
∑
p
cph
(
x+
λzp
∆x
)
. (2)
The sampling of the kernel function induces the replication of the weighted original function
with a period of λz/∆x. The weighted functions are continuous. This implies an extraor-
dinary property because the PSF undersampled by s multiples of ∆x forms the replica
functions at a reduced period of λz/s∆x. We can also extract the minimum distance zc for
the function with N samples without inducing replication as follows, zc = N∆x
2/λ.
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Let us divide the function of Eq. (2) into two parts, sampled by even numbers ne and
odd numbers no:
∑
ne
h(ne∆x)δ(x− ne∆x) +
∑
no
h(no∆x)δ(x− no∆x). (3)
Each term consists of two replica functions at an interval λz/2∆x within the aperture size
of the original function:
[
c0h(x) + c1h
(
x+
λz
2∆x
)]
even
+
[
c0h(x) + c1h
(
x+
λz
2∆x
)]
odd
. (4)
Similarly, each term of Eq. (4) can be resampled into two parts, and when the function is
successively sampled by an s-fold sampling period, the replica patterns reduced by the s-fold
are generated, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). As shown in the Fresnelets of quadratic sinusoid in
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), the magnitude of curves seems to be very irregular unlike the analog
signal, but the curves include their internal sturcture from the embedded similar patterns
in the form of modulating the sampled original function.
Let us incorporate the subfunctions in Eq. (4) to synthesize the sampled original func-
tion, which enables us to investigate the characteristics of modulating curves in detail. The
first and second terms in each square bracket correspond to primary and secondary Fres-
nelets, respectively. The sum of first subfunctions sampled by even and odd numbers simply
becomes original form of primary Fresnelet, centered on the axis in Fig. 1(b). Meanwhile,
it is required to take a more caution approach on the synthesis of secondary Fresnelets. The
incorporation of two terms results in a twofold increase in sampling rate. We note that the
secondary Fresnelet should be made using the specifications (z/2, ∆x) in view of its place-
ment [8], and thus the second subfunction would be modified in the form using a sampling
rate ∆x−1:
exp
 ipi
λz/2
(
x+
λz/2
∆x
)2 . (5)
The secondary Fresnelet has a phase coefficient of (λz/2)−1, and appears as the modulation of
complex exponential function with a frequency of (2∆x)−1 with regard to primary Fresnelet,
which is clearly confirmed in the boundary curve of Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). Since the width
δX of core shell of primary Fresnelet is given by
4
−
√
λz ≤ δX ≤
√
λz, (6)
the secondary Fresnelet has the core shell width of (1/
√
2)δX, which is also confirmed in
two-dimensional Fresnel zones of Fig. 2(a). Likewise, the value in the subsidiary Fresnelets
digitized by s-fold sampling period would be (1/
√
s)δX.
Above characters of the PSF become a basic mechansim to make a self-similar structure.
The similar subsidiary curves are recursively created in arbitrary sampled PSF, depending
on two internal variables (z, ∆x) of distance and sampling period. Figure 2 shows the fractal
structure of two-dimensional Fresnelet for angle-valued kernel function. The similar zones
in a small scale are emerged when magnifying the pattern, where the number of smaller
zones increase fourfold at half the scale parameter. This is a typical fractal characteristic
with a Hausdorff fractal dimension of two. However, we can observe that the structure
in two-dimensional space is somewhat complex. Since the description based on Eq. (4)
relates to only the multiple of sampling period 2∆x, other sampling periods as like 3∆x and
5∆x should be considered to analyze the similar patterns completely. The subsidiary zones
created by sampling period of prime number pixel 3∆x appear in Fig. 2(a), which could
also create their self-similar zones, where a Hausdorff diemension is still two. We find that
in the Fresnelet fractal, the fractal structures with respect to various samplimg periods are
mixed. In Fig. 2(b), the fractal dimension for two-dimensional PSF pattern is estimated
by the box-counting method. To count boxes covering the fringe, the grayscale image is
converted to be a binary image. The dimension D is obtained by the relation of the number
of boxes N(ε) covering the pattern with a grid size ε:
D = lim
ε→0
logN(ε)
log(1/ε)
. (7)
The fractal dimension for PSF pattern of Fig. 2(a) appears to be about 1.99. A little
difference is due to the binarization of the image.
We also note that the fractal of the sampled PSF has an unusual physical characteristic
in comparison to typical fractals. In a typical fractal, only the shape of the part similar to
the whole is recursive [19]. However, in this case, the similar Fresnelets created on a small
scale extend over the whole space, because in Eq. (2), the subfunction is continuous to span
the entire area. This property is a particular aspect appeared in the Fresnelet fractal. We
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know that each Fresnelet as unit element of fractals has spherical symmetry to cover the
whole space initially. The physical limit in this type of fractal will exist, similar to most real
fractals. Although there is no scale limitation mathematically, optical wavelength would
become a physical limit.
We investigate the property of hologram imaging on the basis of the fractal characteristcs
of sampled optical kernel function. Figure 3 illustrates the configuration of the in-line
holographic system used to synthesize the enhanced-NA hologram at a distance zen lower
than zc. The hologram is acquired from the calculated real or imaginary values of the
Fresnel diffraction field g(ξ, η). Neglecting the constant factor, the Fresnel diffraction formula
represented by the convolution of the optical kernel function with the object field o(x, y)
is expanded as g(ξ, η) = h(ξ, η)FT [o(x, y)h(x, y)]. The sampling condition is well-defined
in the Nyquist sampling theorem with respect to both planes or by the Wigner domain
description [8, 20, 21]. In an on-axis point object of delta function δ(x, y), the Fourier
transform term is constant; thus, the real value of the Fresnel prefactor h(ξ, η) becomes
a hologram in the form of a Fresnel zone [22], where the replica patterns represented as
primary Fresnelets can be generated according to Eq. (2) and the zc-distance [8].
Hologram imaging is an inverse process, where the focused image is blurred in accordance
with the hologram aperture. In Eq. (2), the rectangular function rec() of aperture window
can be implemented on both terms:
rec
(
x
L
)∑
n
h(n∆x)δ(x− n∆x) = rec
(
x
L
) [
c0h(x) + c1h
(
x+
λzp
∆x
)
+ ...
]
. (8)
This operation is reasonable because of the Fresnelet fractal structure, i.e., all subfunctions
cover the entire area of the original function. After some manipulations, we obtain the
following convolution relation for the restored image of an arbitrary object:
∑
p
o
(
x+
λzp
∆x
)
∗ sinc
(
piLx
λz
)
. (9)
The width of the first maximum peak of a sinc function defines an image resolution limit
resolving the closest points. When the aperture size L is Nξ∆ξ, the resolution limit Rx
of the Rayleigh criterion is expressed as Rx = λz/(Nξ∆ξ) = λ/(2NA), using the NA, i.e.,
NA = sin ΩNA = Nξ∆ξ/2z [2, 14]. From Eq. (8), we find that all reconstructed replica images
have the same resolution limit. In previous work [17], we established that the viewing angle
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Ω of a holographic image is derived as below,
Ω = 2 sin−1
(
Nξ∆ξ
2z
)
. (10)
Figure 4 illustrates the synthesized hologram to investigate the viewing angle of the
restored image. As depicted in Fig. (3), two letter objects separated from each other in
the axial direction are vertically stacked on the coaxial x-axis. The latter object is placed
at half the distance of zc, i.e., 15.4 mm. Here, the distance zc for the object with 256×256
pixels and a pixel pitch of 8 µm is 30.8 mm. Considering a real object as a collection of
points, the hologram is synthesized by the summation of the Fresnel zones, where the off-axis
point object placed at (a, b) is given by h(ξ − a, η − b) [10]. The four aliased fringes in two-
dimensional space are presumed to be formed from the undersampling of Fresnel prefactor,
in the phase hologram in Fig. 4(b). However, in the real-valued hologram of Fig. 4(a), the
replica patterns are considerably suppressed owing to the diffraction from the object with a
finite size [8].
The phase retrieval of an object is crucial to obtain its precise phase hologram. The
Gerchberg-Saxton iterative algorithm is applied to extract the phase components of the
object and hologram [23]. The replica fringe is well created owing to the self-similarity of
the Fresnelets, as shown in Fig. 4(c). We note that the replica fringe of the former letter is
placed at a shifted position vertically or horizontally. This phenomenon is natural because
geometrically, the replica fringe is formed by different perspective view of two objects in
comparison to central fringe. Figure 4(d) shows the hologram synthesized at quarter the
distance of zc, i.e., 7.7 mm. In the vertical configuration of the replica fringes, the former
object fringes of the second-order replica and the latter object fringes of the first-order replica
are crossed over. In the reconstruction process, the replica fringes restore the corresponding
images at their respective locations in the lateral space, which coincide with the high-order
reconstructed images by the pixel pitch of the digital hologram [17]. This implies that both
holograms of Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) can reconstruct the replica images at the same lateral
location. This is possible because the diffraction distributions by the hologram pixel array
are interpreted similarly based on the spatial frequency of the PSF.
Figure 5 shows the optically reconstructed images for the enhanced-NA digital holograms.
We used a phase spatial light modulator (Holoeye PLUTO) with 1920×1080 pixels and a
pixel pitch of 8 µm along with a 473-nm blue laser as the source of incident plane wave.
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The zc-distance for x direction is calculated to be 259.8 mm. The restored image from the
hologram made using the objects located at half the distance of zc, i.e., 129.9 mm, is displayed
in Fig. 5(a). Here, two letter objects are located at a distance of 20 mm. Several high-order
images are captured within the lens aperture of the camera. The high-order images of the
reconstructed image are placed at the positions specified in the synthesized hologram. We
also observe that the first-order image of the former letter is placed at a horizontally shifted
position owing to a different perspective view. Since the viewing direction of captured
image is set to be zeroth-order image, the images adjacent to the central image show their
perspective views. We can confirm that the perspective view of the central image is changed
by moving the viewing direction to the adjacent image, in Fig. 5(b). The viewing angle is
estimated to be 7.1◦ from the maximum perspective view of the reconstructed image, which
is similar to the value 6.8◦, calculated from the whole aperture of the hologram. This means
that all images reconstructed optically from the hologram fringes have the same viewing
angle and resolution with respect to the whole aperture of the digital hologram. That is, the
corresponding aperture size is not limited to the area within the boundary of each fringe.
Figure 5(c) is the restored image for the objects located at quarter the distance of zc,
i.e., 64.9 mm. For convenience, two letter objects are separated by a distance of 10 mm.
We can see up to the second-order restored image within the diffraction zone with respect
to an object pixel pitch of 2 µm. The former letter image is shifted twice in comparison to
the first-order image. By analyzing the geometrical configurations, the viewing angle of the
second images is calculated to be 14.8◦. The restored image from the holograms synthesized
using the objects placed at a distance of 32.5 mm is displayed in Fig. 5(d). We can see up to
the fourth-order images where the distance between two objects is 5 mm, and the estimated
maximum viewing angle is appeared to be 28.1◦. Figure 5(e) is a plot of the variations in
the viewing angle of holographic image as a function of the synthesis distance, where the
simulated curve is based on Eq. (10). It is noted that holographic image with a high viewing
angles can be obtained at shorter distances within the Fresnel approximation.
Mathematical interpretation of Eqs. (8)-(10) shows that the replicated fringes in the
enhanced-NA hologram are distributed over the entire hologram without being confined in
the boundary of each fringe. They retrieve the respective images independently without
disrupting the adjacent fringes. The result of optical experiment is consistent with this
mathematical description. We know that the replica fringes are generated from the un-
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dersampling of the Fresnel prefactor. Therefore, as described previously, this property is
resulted from the fractal characteristic of the sampled PSF. This characteristic need not
be limited in the enhanced-NA hologram. However, even though the high-order hologram
fringe is synthesized from the object located at a distance larger than zc, the resolution of
the restored image will not deviate from the initial value. On the other hand, this is different
from the hologram characteristic that a part of the hologram contains the information of
the whole object. This fractal phenomenon is related to the hologram fringe itself, that is,
a part of the fringe pattern is extended over the whole hologram from its fractal property.
In conclusion, we described the fractal structure of the sampled PSF, and analyzed its
effects on optical hologram imaging. The result of optical experiment were well explained on
the basis of the self-similarity of the optical kernel function. Present digitized optical device
cannot avoid the interaction of the optical kernel function. The fractal characteristics of the
sampled PSF could be applied to interpret the diffraction phenomenon in various discrete
optical elements.
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of sampling property of the PSF. The subfunctions sampled by a multiple
of sampling period 2∆x at each step are described. Quadratic phase curves of (b) real-valued and
(c) angle-valued PSFs are drawn in one-dimensional digitized space. The specifications of the blue
curve are as follows; wavelength λ = 532 nm, distance z = 30.8 mm, pixel number N = 256,
and pixel pitch ∆x = 8 µm. The red and green curves are sampled by pixels of 16 and 32 µm,
respectively.
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FIG. 2: Fractal structure of the sampled two-dimensional PSF. (a) Angle-valued two-dimensional
PSF, known as Fresnel zone plate, are drawn at specifications; distance of 7.7 mm and 512×512
pixels with a pixel pitch of 4 µm. The four aliased fringes are generated in this specification, and
δX indicates the width of core shell of the primary Fresnelet. (b) The plot estimating fractal
dimension by a box-counting method. The binary image of real-valued hologram is used.
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FIG. 3: Schematic of enhanced-NA hologram synthesis via the in-line holographic system. The
physical sizes of the hologram and object are the same at a distance zc. The amplitude hologram
synthesized by Gerchberg-Saxton iterative algorithm is displayed.
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(a) (b)
(d)(c)
FIG. 4: Enhanced-NA hologram synthesized through the in-line holographic system. A digital
hologram with 256×256 pixels and a pixel pitch of 8 µm is displayed to discriminate apparently
the high-order fringes. (a) Real-valued and (b) angle-valued digital holograms of two letter objects
synthesized at half the distance of zc. The two letters are separated by 5 mm. (c) Phase hologram
synthesized by the Gerchberg-Saxton iterative algorithm with 30 steps. The red arrow indicates
the shift of the first letter fringes. (d) Phase hologram of two letter objects synthesized at quarter
the distance of zc. The two letters are separated by 2 mm.
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FIG. 5: Optically reconstructed images and their viewing angle variation from the enhanced-NA
hologram. Each image is captured such that its exposure time is sufficiently long to mitigate the
direct beam noise. (a) Reconstructed image of the digital hologram made at a distance of 129.9
mm. (b) Reconstructed image captured in the viewing direction of the first-order image. (c)
Reconstructed image for the digital hologram made at a distance of 64.9 mm. (d) Reconstructed
image for the digital hologram made at a distance of 32.5 mm. (e) Viewing angle variations of the
holographic image as a function of the synthesis distance.
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